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Abstract
We are 21 years into the 21st century, and educational practices across North America were woefully unprepared
to ‘flip the switch’ to online learning; at times no education occurred at all, not online or onsite. The COVID-19
pandemic disruptor storm peeled off the layers of blindfolds time accrued in an instant. Issues included three
areas. Area one—unpreparedness: digital illiteracy relative to online learning and corresponding teaching models,
equity issues pertaining to internet access and computer access, platforms that varied and were unreliable. Area
two—inconsistent: (if any) guidelines on how to teach onsite, or those from a disease control group dictating a
six-foot distancing, masks, plexiglass, and row-by-column with eyes facing forward (back to a 19th century
teaching didactic model), and smaller class sizes. Area three-time/space continuum: the combining of online and
onsite, teaching loads, and maintenance. This ‘alpha’ research study tried to capture a historic moment in time. A
Human-centered Research Design (HcRD) protocol with three techniques to mitigate bias was used: (1) online
survey, (2) focused interviews, and (3) crowd-sourced photographic content across two countries—USA and
Canada as a convenience sample. The findings will reveal a ‘just-in-time’ snap shot of the tactics used pre- and
current-, as well as ideas for post-pandemic—this research’s differentiator. The storm of COVID-19 played
unprecedented havoc on schools across North America, but there are important learnings and these, along with
some insights will be shared.
Keywords: COVID-19, engagement, design, innovation, K-12 education, online, time/space
1. Introduction
1.1 Introduction to the Problem
The research contributes to building knowledge by documenting from the educators’ perspectives the current
situation (during the COVID-19 storm which first began in March 2020), the just-in-time innovations made,
documented lessons learned, and what this time might yield for future learning experiences. The research took
place in fall of 2020, to ensure a more ‘normalized’ scenario was in situ. This response was smaller than hoped,
but some important discoveries that will benefit educational leadership, educators, students, parents, online
learning, and the design community are shared. The theme here is to understand from the teachers’ perspective,
how learning was experienced and what it looked like physically from a Time/Space Continuum (Scott-Webber,
2020a), and how teachers were coping.
COVID-19 turned the world of education, learning and teaching upside down—a clear disruptor (Christensen,
1997; Christensen & Raynor, 2003; Kelley & Littman, 2001). Thus, it was deemed important to try and capture
this historic period of time from the educators practicing in kindergarten through grade 12 (K-12). The focused
geography was North America (USA and Canada) due to the opportunity of a convenience sample. This study
relates to previous work done in the area of student engagement and learning, and how the design of the built
space impacts student engagement levels (Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, & Denison, 2019; Scott-Webber,
Konyndyk, & French, 2019; Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, French, & French, 2018). As mentioned, it was
conducted in fall of 2020, and used educators as learning experts. This research study was conducted to, “Hear
the voices of educators relative to how the design of learning experiences, and places were at the current moment
(in-pandemic), and how these might be thought of in a post-pandemic world; in the K-12 arena.”
Its foci were to: (1) understand how educators were adjusting to these new, sometimes daily demands, (2)
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determine what the current classroom situation actually looked like, what was different/same across the
time/space continuum, (3) generate an opportunity seven months into the pandemic for teachers to share how
they might envision a future learning experience based on lessons-learned, and (4) provide them with a voice on
how collegial collaboration was working pre-, current-, and post-pandemic.
This study used a Human-centered Research Design (HcRD) (Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, & Denison, 2019) as a
mixed-method protocol with three techniques and three situations studied. The techniques included: (a) online
survey, (b) focused interviews, and (c) crowd-sourced photo images and writings. The situational scenarios
included: (a) online, (b) onsite, and (c) a new hybrid/both online and onsite. The HcRD design engaged multiple
members of the education community across two countries using a convenience sample to build a ‘picture’ of
what teaching and learning in this historic situation ‘felt’ like from a teaching perspective. as well as what it
actually ‘looked like,’ and what the future might hold.
Reading this article, you will:
•

see the connections between historical teaching methods and the disruption of COVID-19;

•

realize education’s challenges to meet 21st century technologically-enabled learning needs;

•

be provided with a rich set of examples from multiple data gathering techniques;

•

know that the design of learning experience is connected to both time and space; and

•

recognize that lessons learned did not embrace dramatic change for post-pandemic; and

1.2 Overview of Main Sections
This paper has 5 areas of interest. In Area 1 (i.e., 1.3), the problem is explored relative to what this research was
trying to uncover. In Area 2 (i.e., 1.4), the relevant background supporting this work is shared. Area 3 is
Methods (i.e., 2), with Area 4 providing the Results which include information from each of the techniques used
to gather data. Area 5, brings the article to a Conclusion (i.e., 3).
1.3 Area #1—Explore the Problem
This problem deserved new research as the world entered an unprecedented time frame with COVID-19 as a
global pandemic. It is argued here that this research builds upon past work relative to teaching and learning
engagement factors, and in particular how the built environment impacts student engagement in the learning
process. This situation was new; a new social situation was unfolding in the educational arena. A snap shot of ‘in
the moment’ was deemed important.
21 years into the 21st century and yet education was clearly unprepared to ‘flip the switch’ to online learning.
Corporations around the world did, yet education could not. Why? Across headlines, news releases, and multiple
documents the storm of COVID-19 left educational entities feeling directionless. In the early months of the
pandemic, districts simply closed schools immediately and sent everyone home. Period. No school. No classes,
and no idea of when school might start up again. Parents, students, and teachers were at a lost as to what would
come next. During these early closures, districts quickly tried to understand how they might reboot and move to
online learning, or prepare classes for a very different onsite experience, or both—a Time/Space Continuum
(Scott-Webber, 2020a) conundrum. The challenges were many, and other than those from the disease control
centers (particularly relevant to the USA), no consistent directions were provided as to how to set up for this new
world. Clearly, there was a disruption. Problems began to be identified. A few are listed here, but all revolve
around how to get the content to the student:
-

-

Online:
o

Lack of preparation from educators that could easily move his/her content to online learning
(Zoom was the most used tool)

o

Clear digital divide between educators and online learning as well as students

o

No internet, or no consistent internet connection

o

No computer, or not enough to share with siblings

o

Inconsistencies with hardware and software.

Onsite
o

Size of classes made smaller

o

Row-by-column situations reset to 19th century delivery methods and practices
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o

Tape areas to guard areas by user type

o

Plexiglass shields

o

Facing forward.
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New Hybrid/Both
o

Simultaneous—broadcast and onsite

o

Shifts in days online versus onsite—a new hybrid.

This research study tried to capture this point in time (fall 2020 as the new rhythm, COVID-19 response, was
more established than in the first few months) for several reasons to: (1) understand how educators were
adjusting to these new, sometimes daily demands, (2) determine what the current classroom situation actually
looked like, what was different/same, (3) generate an opportunity seven months into the pandemic for teachers to
share how they might envision a future learning experience based on lessons-learned, and (4) provide them with
a voice on how collegial collaboration was working pre-, current-, and post-pandemic. A background of research
is shared next and begins to ‘set the stage.’
This current work builds on a career effort and the questions used are framed from multiple researchers in
several domains (Scott-Webber, 1999, 2000b), particularly classical Environment Behavior Theorists in an effort
to examine space and its relationship to its users. The design of the built environment makes a difference in the
way users behave. Some classic EB researchers include: Hall (1966), Sommer (1959), Maslow (1943), Anderson
and Krathwohol (2001), Elliot and Covington (2001), Scott-Webber (2000b & 2004), Scott-Webber, Abraham
and Marini (2000). Early research work from this author was completed in higher education (Scott-Webber,
2014; Scott-Webber, Strickland, & Kapitula, 2013; Scott-Webber Marini, & Abraham, Spring, 2000), and newer
research in grades kindergarten to grade 12 (French, Scott-Webber & Sivakumar, 2020; Kilbourne,
Scott-Webber, & Kapitula, 2017; Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, & Denison, 2019; Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, &
French, 2019; Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, French, & French, 2018; Scott-Webber, Konyndyk, French, Lembke, &
Kinney, 2017).
1.4 Relevant Scholarship
Educating is not easy. Unlike most educators who teach in higher education, pre-K-12 teachers are taught how to
teach which include theories of teaching and learning, educational psychology theories, and the multiple ways in
which learners must take in content to prepare them to teach. They earn their ‘teaching stripes’ through first
receiving a bachelor’s degree, then most often a masters, and some earn an Ed.D. Some specialize either in
content or grade level.
For decades education has been delivered by content experts (e.g., teachers/faculty). The delivery method by in
large has been the Instructivist Method—didactic/lecture (Skinner, 1974; Merrill, 2002; Carrol, 1963). This
method is opposite of an active learning experience and is considered a passive one (i.e., “Knowledge is
transferred to the student. The responsibility for learning using this method is with the instructor”; Oregon State,
n.d.). The design of the built space supported this delivery method and is often referred to as Henry Ford’s
‘factory model’ (see Figure 1) with row-by-column seating for students all facing forward, and the teacher at the
front lecturing (Scott-Webber, 2004) at the ‘micro level’ or classroom—this research’s focus. The overall
building designs, or ‘macro level’ was called a ‘double-loaded’ corridor with two rows of classrooms separated
by a large hallway or corridor.
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Figuree 1. Classroom
m designs - 1 trraditional passiive design to 2 new active cllassroom desiggn arrangement
exaamples (with peermission of V
VS America, Innc.; Scott-Webbber, 2020a).
a
It has alsoo been recogniized that passiive learning iss perhaps not the best way to actually leaarn. A more active
approach iis deemed neccessary for thee learner to acttually ‘own’ thheir own know
wledge; activeely engage in one’s
o
learning pprocess is a high
h
predictor of scholarly achievement ((NSSE, 2010;; Enomoto, W
Warner, & Nyg
gaard,
2021).
How one eexperiences learning is criticcal to the levell of engagemeent in their learrning processees. A Constructivist
Theory (i.ee., an experienntial/active learrning approachh to learning) ((Enomoto, Waarner, & Nygaaard, 2021) has been
found to eelevate learninng outcomes; as has active learning settiing designs. Some Construcctivist foundattional
scholars innclude Deweyy (1938), Piageet (1971), andd Vygotsky (19978). But actiive learning dooesn’t just hap
ppen.
Cumulativvely, it has beeen recognized across time, tthat engaging sstudents in hiss/her learning processes prov
vides
for deeperr, richer, morre authentic leearning situatiions (Nicaise, Gibney & C
Crane, 2000). Different teac
ching
models haave been geneerated to helpp educators inntentionally teeach allowing the students to own their own
knowledgee. Such teachhing models include Inquuiry-, Problem
m-, Project-, and Phenomeenal-based mo
odels
(Enomoto,, Warner, & Nygaard,
N
2021). Each of these models expeects a particulaar behavior froom the student. The
building’s designs ‘cue’ the user in terrms of the typees of behaviorss expected (Scoott-Webber, 20004). Thus, the
ere is
a perceived connection between
b
the deesign for learniing, and the deesign of the leaarning place.
This studyy’s research premise is, ‘thaat learning shhould be studeent-centered annd the design of the built space
s
should suppport user needds.’ It argues a true leap from
m 19th centuryy practices, passsive, to 21st ccentury ones, active,
a
would emeerge. This ideaa concurs withh reports from the Brookings Institute andd the World Deevelopment (V
Vegas
& Winthruup, 2020). Veggas and Winthhrup argue thatt “…it is valuable to look bbeyond these im
mmediate conc
cerns
(essential ccaretaking rolee schools playy in society) too what may be possible for eeducation on thhe other side of
o the
COVID-199 pandemic…N
Now is the tim
me to chart a viision for how eeducation can emerge strongger from this global
crisis thann ever before (n.p.).” “Thee World Devellopment Reporrt 2018 (WDR
R 2018)—LEA
ARNING to Re
ealize
Education’s Promise—iis the first everr devoted entirrely to educatiion. And the tiiming is excelllent: education
n has
long been critical to hum
man welfare, buut it is even moore so in a timee of rapid econnomic and social change. The
e best
way to equuip children annd youth for thee future is to pllace their learnning at the centter. The 2018 W
WDR exploress four
main them
mes: 1) education’s promise; 2) the need too shine a light on learning; 33) how to makke schools worrk for
learners; aand 4) how to make systemss work for learrning (World B
Bank Group, 22018) (underliine by this autthor).
Another toouch point is shared
s
by Vegaas and Winthruup (2020) from
m the report frrom the U.S. C
Census Bureau, that
“…during the COVID-119 school clossures, 1 in 10 of the poorestt children in thhe world’s larggest economy (i.e.,
USA) had little or no acccess to technollogy for learning.”
Multiple aauthors have written
w
from m
multiple domainns on the topics of the ‘learrner,’ and the ‘learning,’ butt few
who have connected thee built space aand its’ designn with the notiion that designn matters, givees behavioral cues,
and thereffore should be intentionally designed to suupport the learrning process—
—the ‘learningg place’ (refer back
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to Figure 11). Research over
o
multiple yyears has indiccated from botth the students’ and the educcators’ perspec
ctives
that the deesign of the schhool makes a ssignificant diffference relativee to student academic engageement perform
mance
(Nissim, W
Weissblueth, Scott-Webber,
S
, & Amar, 20016; Scott-Weebber, 2014, 22019; Scott-W
Webber, Marin
ni, &
Abraham, 2000; Scott-W
Webber, Strickkland, & Kapittula, 2013). Enngagement doees matter—onnline or onsite, thus
the design of the learningg place must ffit these needs.
Developinng future-centeered educationn means makiing teaching aand learning m
more practice--based and pu
utting
students’ llearning experriences first (R
Ruffo, 2008; Fllynn & Vredevvoogd, 2010; V
Vegas & Wintthrup, 2020; World
W
Bank Grouup, 2018). Wee have “…to reeinforce, compplement, and bbring to life leaarning experiennces in and ou
utside
the classrooom. It wouldd recognize aand adapt to tthe learning tthat takes placce beyond itss walls” (Vegas &
Winthrup, 2020, n.p.). Teachers
T
creaate that experience and the built place shhould support these instructtional
needs (Montessori, 19113; Malaguzzzi, 1950—The Reggio Emillia approach). Thus, in orrder to understand
engagemennt, it is perhaaps telling as tto what teachiing model is bbeing used. Prrevious researrch has indicated a
connectionn between the perceived levvel of student engagement aand the teachiing model useed. Were educ
cators
able to holld onto this harrd-won knowledge?
This studyy worked to unncover whetherr or not it was possible to usee active teachiing models (seee Table 1) in either
e
situationall scenario; onliine or onsite. IIf so, how werre they being uused, modifiedd, or did some other method have
to take theeir place? Although small, a ‘pilot’ study, iit is believed tthat the learninngs from this w
work are imporrtant.
They reveeal a situationn in major fflux, multiple and simultanneous issues that awakeneed the educattional
communityy to its lack of
o 21st centurry preparednesss for itself annd its learnerss, some new learnings from
m the
educators for how theyy might envisiion a post-CO
OVID future, bbut few stronng conclusionss at this time. The
research m
method is descrribed next.
2. Method
d
This reseaarch used a Human-Center
H
red Research Design (HCR
RD) protocol (see Figure 2). The focu
us of
human-cenntered researchh seeks to undderstand how tthe design of thhe built enviroonment impactts human beha
avior,
importantlly how users behave
b
and if tthat behavior w
was anticipatedd in the develoopment of the design solutio
on(s).
Multiple m
methods are often
o
used to aanswer researcch questions, but fall into ttwo broad areeas, qualitative
e and
quantitativve. To ensure a rich set of daata is generatedd, the HcRD pprotocol alwayss uses a mixedd-method (John
nson,
Onwuegbuuzie, & Turner, 2007) reseaarch design (innclusive of booth quantitativee and qualitatiive techniquess) for
comparativve purposes, annd thus limits research bias, typically use tthe following:

1) Q
Quantitative teechniques = literature reviiew, content analysis, andd “questionnaires and surv
veys”
(H
Hanington, 2010, p. 22), andd
2) Q
Qualitative techhniques = “obsserving and tallking to peoplee…these methhods are typicaally ethnograph
hic in
nature, and maay include partticipant observvation, artifactt analysis, phooto and diary studies, contextual
innquiry, culturaal probes, and oother methods designed to saample human eexperience” (H
Hanington, 201
10, p.
23), as well as crowd-sourced
c
d images or texxt; and often inn naturalistic seettings.

uthor]
Figure 2. A Human-centtered Researchh Design Protoocol (HcRD) [IIcons developeed by DLR Grooup for this au
The reseaarch question (“How might educators aacross the K-12 spectrum envision the ffuture of learrning
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post-pandemic?”), and the research design are in harmony as the HcRD is human-centered and supports inquiry
relating to how the built environment impacts human behavior. A short definition for each step in this
Human-Centered Research Design protocol is shared:
•

Discover [D]: Develop a research question/hypothesis and understand what will be the best research
design, methods and techniques to find answers, and use them to gather data. It’s best to use three
techniques to ensure bias is reduced. Once gathered the researcher(s) puts this information into
appropriate format(s) for analysis. Whether using quantitative methods or qualitative methods, all data
will be worked to produce some numerical findings. Once this latter stage is done, these become research
‘instruments’ or tools. (NOTE: a human subject’s protocol has been reviewed by a third party prior to
beginning work with a client; all consent forms approved and received).

•

Analysis [A]: Take the data from the research techniques and use appropriate methods to break down the
information. By using multiple discovery techniques to avoid bias ensures the comparisons generates
consistent and reliable findings. Use statistical methods when appropriate. Pilot test and test again to vet
the data for reliability and validity.

•

Synthesis [Sy]: Recognize the analysis phase of this work only generates facts. What these facts ‘are
saying,’ how each is connected to the next is revealed by generating meaning and understanding relative
to the original question. This segment takes time and expertise to clarify and built a ‘truthful’ and
unbiased consensus from the data.

•

Share [S]: Be prepared to share information to multiple audiences and for multiple purposes—clients,
designers, conferences, and research manuscripts.

•

Plan [P]: Know all data reveal a truth—not always the ones we’re looking for or expecting. Be prepared
to plan for next steps (ex, go back and address an issue found in a design and/or adjust the design solution
for the next time it is used).

2.1 Step-by-Step Process and Sample
This research used 3 techniques to garner data: 1 quantitative (i.e., the survey), and 2 qualitative (i.e., interview
and crowdsourced photographic traces). The step-by-step process included:
•

purposefully targeting educators teaching in the K-12 cohort;

•

using a convenience sample filling the following areas: all educators, teaching in grade cohorts K-5,
6−8, and/or 9−12; a mix of public, private and charter schools across North America were invited;

•

ensuring the research design and human subjects’ protocol were reviewed by a third-party institutional
research review firm—Heartland Institutional Review Board;

•

using three specific HcRD techniques: (1) quantitative—an online survey (n = 39), (2)
qualitative—online interviews (n = 15), and (3) qualitative crowd-sourced photographic traces images
and viewpoints (n = 30); overall n = 84;

•

having all schools’ and/or individuals’ names coded to provide anonymity; and

•

sharing that each participating school could elect to have their names put ‘into a hat’ with the
opportunity to receive a Hokki stool from VS America, Inc.

This research study was conducted to hear the voices of educators relative to how the design of learning
experiences, and places were at the current moment (in-pandemic), and how these might be thought of in a
post-pandemic world; in the K-12 arena. We knew the world of education had been turned upside down due to
the pandemic, and each school and district were facing unpresented unknowns. We also recognized that through
this challenge a ‘new blank canvas’ could open up, with opportunities to reshape the future of education’s
purpose, meaning, models and how the design of learning experiences, as well as how the spatial environment
might be reimagined to support educator collaboration needs (i.e., time/space, Scott-Webber, 2020a), and
perhaps leave some historical practices behind.
The foci were on these view planes. What was… (1) the pre-condition, (2) the current situation, and (3) what
might be designed for the future from lessons learned from both the students’ learning and teachers as colleagues’
perspectives. The research questions addressed these situations from Time/Space Learning Experience
Continuum as seen in the matrix (see Figure 3, Scott-Webber, 2020a). Time being recognized as a continuum
between synchronous and asynchronous, and Space’s continuum defined as onsite to online.
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Figure 3. Time/Space
T
Leearning Experience Continuuum Matrix (Scoott-Webber, 20020a)
3. Results
As mentiooned, the sampple size was tooo small for thhis pilot to gathher psychomettric properties relative to vallidity
and reliabbility for the survey
s
instrum
ment. A seconnd study will commence in spring 2021 with the hopes of
addressingg that issue.
However, the multiplee collection m
methods helpped generate some importtant understanndings about this
unpresenteed point in tim
me. It must be nnoted, howeveer, it is the firsst time in this author’s 20+ rresearch careerr that
there was a wholesale puush back from
m school districct leaders across North America not allowing any connection
to educatoors or studentts during the time of this sstudy—fall 20020; due specifically to thee disruption of the
pandemic. Therefore, noot enough datta was garnereed to review sstatistically. A
All survey respponses were ta
allied
using SurvveyMonkey’s quantitative
q
annalytics prograam. The resultss section will pprovide findinggs organized by:
•

D
Data by techniqque—survey, iinterviews andd crowd-sourceed; and

•

D
Data as it relatees to the Time//Space Learninng Experience continuum.

3.1 Data bby Technique
There werre three techniiques employeed in this HcR
RD research deesign: (1) an oonline survey, (2) online foc
cused
interviewss by school, annd (3) crowd-sourced photoggraphic trace im
mages and rem
marks from one FaceBook so
ource
based on questions relaative to this reesearch. This section will shhare informatiion from eachh. A summary
y will
follow.
3.1.1 Onlinne Survey
Using educators as learnning experts, w
we asked them the following…
…
•

T
Thinking of a “future-focused
“
d” learning plaace…
o

How mightt you envisionn such a place w
where all learnners (students & educators) thhrive?

o

How is thee emphasis on aauthentic, deepp, learning expperiences channged?

o

How do theese types of learning experieences change ffor on-line vs. iin-place?

o

What typess of interactionns between eduucators will bee (a) new, (b) eenhanced, (c) rre-imagined, an
nd (d)
deemed necessary?

o

How mightt the built enviironment be ree-imagined to ssupport the ‘alll learners thrivve’ goal?
- What spaaces work now
w? Don’t? Are needed, but doon’t have?

o

Other ideass?

There is a mix of eduucators from the various ggrade cohorts: K-5, 6−8, aand 9−12. Tw
wo countries were
represented—USA (55%
%) and Canadaa (45%), alongg with institutional setting ttypes; at almosst a 50/50% itt was
elected noot to try and drraw differencees for this piloot. Several dem
mographic dataa points are w
worth sharing. Most
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educators hhad been teachhing for over 111+ years. Figuure 4 (see Figuure 4) shares thhe informationn about the coh
horts’
taught, andd Figure 5 (seee Figure 5) inddicates the typee of educationaal institutional settings.

Figure 4. G
Grade levels taaught

F
Figure 5. Typee of institutionnal setting
The onlinee survey begann by setting up the situation. It asked: “We want to ask yoou about the Innstructional Mo
odels
and Teachhing Practicess you utilize most often. Think about these questionns in three ddifferent ways: (1)
Pre-pandeemic, (2) Curreent-pandemic, and (3) Post-ppandemic (Or, what would yoou most desire as a change fo
or the
future of eeducation?)” (ssee Table 1).
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Table 1. Teaching models: Pre-, current- and post-pandemic used most often [choose 2]
Teaching Model
Problem-based
Project-based
Inquiry-based
Personalized learning
Lecture-based
Flipped-based
Other

Pre-pandemic
57.69%
15
85-29%
29
72.22%
26
72.41%
21
44.44%
8
27.78%
5
66.67%
4

Current-pandemic
69.23%
18
64.71%
22
77.78%
28
75.86%
22
88.89%
16
72.22%
13
66.67%
4

Post-pandemic Goal
53.85%
14
64.71%
22
72.22%
26
65.52%
19
33.33%
6
55.56%
10
33.33%
2

Total Respondents
26
34
36
29
18
18
6

To drill down further from teaching models into the teaching practices, Table 2 provides more insights (see
Table 2).
Table 2. Teaching Practices Incorporated Most Often [choose 3]
Teaching Practices

Pre-pandemic

Current-pandemic

You lecture, & students listen & take notes

68.42%
13
82.86%
29
87.50%

You lead discussion with student responses
You launch a project & students move into
small-group work
You get students started & then they work
together over a longer time frame [EX: team
project]
Students make things in class with their hands
[EX: hands-on activities]
You provide opportunities for real-world
applications
Student initiates independent or group work while
you facilitate & check on student progress
Students work independently on education
apps/websites
Students independently read texts followed by
worksheet activity

Total
Respondents

78.95%
15
97.14%
34
71.88%

Post-pandemic
Goal
21.05%
4
62.86%
22
65.63%

28
82.14%
23

23
53.57%
15

21
64.99%
18

32

85.29%
29
82.36%
28
80.65%
25
48.26%
14
61.90%
13

52.54%
18
79.41%
27
67.74%
21
93.105
27
95.24%
20

70.59%
24
73.53%
25
70.97%
22
48/28%
14
42.86%
9

19
35

26

34
34
31
29
21

It is also recognized that teachers may often teach alone, but typically they do not work alone. Many items
related to the ‘work of pedagogy’ (Scott-Webber, 2020b) relating to curriculum development, assessment,
preparation and service to the community among items often shared. This next question asks how the teachers
work with their colleagues now, and how they might envision in the future what that connection to others could
look (see Table 3). The reasons these questions are important gets back to Maslow’s Theory (1943) and a needed
sense of belonging in order to thrive.
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Table 3. H
How you and yoour teaching colleagues worrk together
Workin
ng with Colleaguees

Pre-pan
ndemic

Curreent-pandemic

Independdently of each othher all of the time

42.86%
%
9
85.71%
%
24
62.50%
%
10
%
73.91%
17

95.24%
20
60.71%
17
81.25%
13
73.91%
17

Post-pandemicc
Goal
28.57%
6
53.57%
15
50.00%
8
47.83%
11

%
76.19%
16
45.83%
%
11

52.38%
11
79.17%
19

57.14%
12
45.83%
11

Collaborratively on develooping assignments some
of the tim
me
Collaborratively on develooping assignments all of
the time
Collaborratively only on ittems for the schoool’s
and/or ddepartment’s overaall curricula and/oor
service nneeds
At the saame time in the saame space
At differrent times in different spaces

Total
Respondentss
21
28
16
23

21
24

The next ssegment of thee questionnairee sought to unnderstand withhin which parrt of the schoool building did the
educators do most of theeir teaching in the pre-pandeemic only situaation? As seen in the next figgure (see Figurre 6),
the dominnant teaching place
p
is ‘my cclassroom’. W
When one doess not ‘own’ onne’s own classroom, or learrning
place, the question then becomes, ““Where do youu keep all of your personall/professional belongings?” The
responses to the ‘b’ andd ‘c’ segmentss of the last qquestion are shhared next in F
Figure 7 (see Figure 7); 10% of
respondennts answered thhe latter.

Figure 6. Wheere is your prim
mary teaching place—pre-paandemic?
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Figure 77. When you don’t
d
‘own’ yoour own classrooom, where doo you keep youur belongings—
—pre-pandemic?
q
aasked educatorrs to think usinng a ‘future-foocused’ scenariio. It asked the
em to
The last seegment of the questionnaire
express thheir ideas on what
w
learning and teaching experiences shhould emerge using this new
w blank slate (i.e.,
lessons leearned duringg COVID-199); incorporatting all thatt has been learned abouut learning from
learning/coognitive sciencces, social andd emotional weellbeing needs,, personalized learning, and the ability to thrive
as educatioonal professionnals (see Figuure 8). It’s obvious here. Teaacher’s want too stay in their comfort zone—
—my
classroom//my way. Butt there is a liittle movemennt into thinkinng about usingg technology as synchronou
us or
asynchronnous in combinnation with onssite time.

Figure 8. Where is thhe learning placce of the futuree?
There wass a comment seection providedd in the onlinee survey as welll. These are pprovided in bulllet points featu
uring
comments said more thaan one time.
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•

Continue the partnership with the parents online

•

Make teaching authentic

•

No more standardized testing

•

Integrate personalized-, problem-, and project-based learning

•

Provide hands-on and team work

•

Get students out into the community—real world

•

More teachers will be trying the flipped-classroom style

•

Have fully designated virtual teachers and the opposite

•

Teaching would be blended

•

Enriched virtual experience

•

Relationship based with tech used to facilitate mentorships and experiential learning

•

Forced to re-think teaching and learning.

A Summary
Teaching models and practices provide the opportunities for active learning. Using just one example of the
self-reporting information, it was indicated that in the pre- and post-COVID world they did and would continue
to use an Inquiry-based teaching model (ex: 72.22%); this model got 36 votes (each person could vote for only
two models used most). This type of active model requires students to be highly engaged in their learning
processes as it is student-focused. During the pandemic teachers even suggested they used this model even
more—77.78% (refer back to Table 1). However, their response to teaching practices doesn’t seem to hold this
student-focused, Inquiry-based model’s philosophic approach to learning when we see the following teaching
practices actually incorporated. Items from Table 2 (refer back to Table 2) are repeated here in bold for emphasis
(see Table 4); a disturbing connection.
Table 4. Teaching practices Miss Aligned with inquiry-based model—self reported (choose 3)
Teaching Practices
You lecture, & students listen & take notes

Pre-pandemic
68.42%
13
You lead discussion with student responses
82.86%
29
Students work independently on education
48.26%
apps/websites
14
Students independently read texts followed
61.90%
by worksheet activity
13
Note. Items are highlighted to show the differences.

Current-pandemic
78.95%
15
97.14%
34
93.105
27
95.24%
20

Post-pandemic Goal
21.05%
4
62.86%
22
48/28%
14
42.86%
9

Total Respondents
19
35
29
21

From the Time/Space Learning Experience continuum, it appears that teachers will continue to envision a world
much like what they have now—in ‘my classroom’ and onsite. There were some that saw adding an online
component would be important, but it didn’t seem to make the big leap to a full FLIP learning experience for
students—using the best of online and the best of onsite whether synchronous or asynchronous modes.
3.1.2 Online Focused Interviews
Only two schools chose to participate in the interview segment, one from the USA and one from Canada. The
following represents the highlights of these conversations that were transcribed from the recorded interviews. All
interviewees names and school names remain anonymous. The interviews began by sharing the research
protocols. The introduction, “On one level, education has a new ‘blank slate.’ Given all we know scientifically
about how individuals learn [e.g., cognitive neuroscience, learning science, social and emotional wellbeing and
active engagement], we’ll be asking for your expertise to tell us what this post-pandemic, reimagined learning
world should ideally look like”.
These were the eight questions:
1) In a ‘new normal’, what guides you relative to the learning experiences of the student? Is it …
a.

Using teaching models promoting Inquiry-, Problem-, Project-based learning objectives?
20
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b.

Developing a hybrid/blended learning strategy [online and onsite] as a standard strategy?

c.

Keeping the same approach as I have in the past.

2) How might you envision the future of learning for this age cohort post C-19? [different/same]
3) Do you believe there will be an ongoing need for a blended learning experience? [%]
4) How might the current spatial environment you are in change to support your vision? [needed, missing,
should go away]
5) What types of opportunities will you have to work collaboratively with colleagues? [different/same]
6) What types of physical spatial needs would you need to support these collaborative efforts?
7) What roles do you see parents take on in the learning of their child?
8) Other?
It was important to understand whether these schools were online, onsite or a hybrid of the two. The Canadian
school was 100% online at the time of the interview, and the USA one 100% onsite, with a soon to move to a
new hybrid situation (i.e., some days totally online and alternating days smaller groups onsite).
Some real challenges emerged in the discussion from question #1. These were shared across the two schools and
included:
•

A worry that online and onsite student were apart physically and not able to collaborate easily.

•

Teaching strategies have moved to more didactic rather than collaborative connections.

•

No one wants to share alone out loud. They are/were ok in small groups.

•

Always seem to have technology issues.

•

No professional development support offered.

•

They can’t physically move. Sitting in one place is not good for children.

•

Onsite we have physical tape restrictions, plexiglass, no ‘turn and talk’, masks cancel hearing, etc. etc.

One quote sums the feelings up, and we just got started, “I feel sad. It feels like I am in a box and like I have gone
back to a teaching style I never wanted to ever do.”
Experiences that forced schools to go completely online, and even those getting ready to go online, have insights
about some consequences for the future. A few teachers feel that a component of online learning should be part
of the ongoing learning experience moving forward. There were definitely digital literacy issues relative to both
the educators and the students, and opportunities for correcting these should be made a part of everyone’s
educational norm. Even though equity issues were brought about due to lack of internet or access to computers,
teachers in this conversation recognized the benefits of the FLIP (i.e., lecture goes home, and homework comes
to the classroom) as beneficial (once students and educators are well versed in the method) to actually support
more personalized learning and modify equity issues. There was a belief that this situation would be ‘their new
normal’ for the near future. There was also an acknowledgement that many families were struggling—struggling
to keep up with children’s learning needs, sharing computers and internet, and trying to keep working.
Once past the digital divide, educators actually wanted more enriched experiences for online learning, and robust
infrastructures for all. These ideas included using Augmented Reality, the use of Artificial Intelligence, and
adding gamification of education into the mix. The online sessions provide a useful record of lessons and
planning. Engagement is critical and finding ways to connect is worth investigating.
For the onsite situation special issues come to mind:
•

Janitorial duties not just at the end of the day, but between classes; setting and re-setting classes

•

19th century physical set up with row-by-column seating and all eyes forward to meet the Center for
Disease Control’s specifications [USA only]

•

We need to go outside more

•

Training, training and more training

•

Furnishing that are agile are critical to support what we need to do, and do quickly.

A second segment of the interview delved into the idea that educators often work together supporting the
multiple aspects of ‘the work of pedagogy.’ It is believed, therefore, that for educators to thrive, it is important
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for them to be able to collaborate with each other. Questions 5 and 6 addressed this perceived need. Some
insights included:
•

Teaching alone and in co-teaching scenarios already exist and imagine they will stay

•

Have some mentors and recognized they really need them now—“my lifeline; emotionally and
professionally!”

•

It’s been a huge learning curve to try and go online, and IT staff have been really supportive

•

Had to do most of my IT learning by myself.

In question 6, it asks educators to think more broadly about what the design of a physical space might afford
once onsite teaching becomes more of a reality. Here is what they shared:
•

We are too siloed when teaching in ‘my’ space; but need a ‘non-threatening’ space for us to connect

•

Walls to write upon and to have professional development sessions

•

Too many spaces that don’t really have a purpose

•

Place to ‘plug and play’

•

Show the learning, and a place where we can think out loud

•

All circular tables for real collaboration

•

Why can we have a place where we can go outside?

It was also asked, what else might you add? Table 4 (see Table 4) shares these thoughts. But in essence becomes
the summary of the interviews.
Table 4. What else?
Canada School
o Tools are soooo important
o Technology but also analogue tools
o Operating systems; learning management systems
o Tech support as many times it doesn’t work or goes down
o Make sure everyone is trained – more Pro D
o Foundation support
o Training
o Laptop karts – computers are out dated and kids are at different
levels of proficiency / so are teachers
o Independent school and recognize we have a lot
o Equality of education for all is the dream
o Comfy seating/plop down areas; support changes of postures; agile
o Flexible seating; I go to garage sales to find these – can’t have
fabric due to cleaning needs
o Standing desks/ stools
o Wipe down easy surfaces
o Breakout areas; practice areas; thinking areas

USA School
o Distance learning means we are still connected and united
o Want the same experience and relationship as we have in class and
that is harder to do online – something I am worried about.
o Want to believe ‘this’ is temporary
o Want to not have to wear masks as none of us hear the other person
as well – clarity is compromised
o Students are not receiving 21st century learning
o Get rid of: large class sizes, sitting in a class all day, row and
column arrangements
o Keep: teacher as facilitator [combining online and onsite];
collaboration for students and educators; keep it AWESOME; make
places flexible so we can move things completely out of the way
o Keep moving outside for students and teachers
o Make sure to have movement if on IT

3.1.3 Crowd-Sources Photographic Trace Images and Remarks
The crowd-sourced information came from Trevor Muir’s FaceBook followers. Thanks again Trevor. The
purpose here was to ‘get a glimpse’ of what these situational learning places looked like during this pandemic
time; as no one was allowed into the schools. Mr. Muir started with a prompt (see Figure 9). The research
protocols were shared and instructions specifically indicated no pictures of people in these photos; a
photographic trace, ethnographic technique (Zeisel, 1991). It was also requested that the responders feel free to
share their day-to-day situation. This section will start with an array of pictures (screen shots were taken so as
not to include the responder’s information), and then the transcribed information as sent by responders (see
Table 5).
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Figgure 9. What dooes your classrroom look likee right now? (ccrowd-sourcedd data from T. M
Muir, 2020)
Table 5. W
What does yourr classroom loook like right noow? (A samplee)
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My classsroom looks way different thanks to
this pand
demic. Students arre separated by
plastic screens instead of ssitting in
collabora
ative workspaces. It is better than
being virrtual, however!
Grades 7/8 Literature; Soccial Emotional
Learning
g ; WEB Coordinato
or

way to identifyy country of origin
o
Responderrs were mixedd across the teaaching spectruum, however tthere was no w
unless it w
was shared in the
t post. Insights are sharedd in Table 5 (reefer back to T
Table 5). Somee hopes and dreams
were also eexpressed. Theese offer a sum
mmary:
•

“A
After this is all
a said and doone, I hope foolks look to coontinue buildiing relationshiips with kids, their
faamilies and theeir colleaguess. I hope they ccontinue to loook for ways too engage their kids without using
u
teechnology all of
o the time. I hhope they go baack to collaborration and connversation.

•

I hope the worlld becomes a kkinder more toolerant place. I hope that teachers focus oon helping kidss "be
ggood people" and work on teaaching "thinkinng skills and rreal world" ratther than old school teaching
g.

•

T
The world needds to be inspiredd by people likke you who speeak the truth, sppeak your mindd and help teac
chers
become not only
ly better teacheers, but better humans!”

4. Conclussion
2020 was a historic time in the field of education. Thus, it was iimportant to trry and capturee the moment. This
research w
was scaled backk, not due to thhe researcher’s change, but ffor the fact thaat schools and districts would not
allow anyoone to connectt with their edducators or theiir students duee to the pandem
mic situation aand their perce
eived
chaos that ruled. Althouugh small, it is argued here thhat the momennts captured byy using a trianngulate method
d and
three dataa collection teechniques, proovide some uuseful insightss into the pree-, current-, aand post-pand
demic
scenarios; and this view of pre-, currennt-, and post-ppandemic scenaarios sets this rresearch apart.. The grade cohorts
ranged froom K-12 teacheers, and were ffrom two counntries (USA annd Canada) as a convenience sample.
Active leaarning, and thee authenticity it provides foor learners, is not easy to ddeliver. When a major disruption
occurs andd opens up thee realization thhat the 21st cenntury educatorr and student aare facing a m
major digital diivide.
The teachiing practices pre-pandemic
p
did not includde online learnning, nor did itt seem that edducators realize
ed its
value. Com
me current-paandemic, a bigg majority off schools weree plunged intoo this online world withou
ut the
knowledgee it takes to prrepare, deliverr and assess—
—“…more trainning, more traiining, more traaining!” The online
learning w
was often samee time/differentt place or syncchronously dellivered. The onnsite situationss differed, but most
had to preepare classrooms back into a 19th centurry layout of roow-by-columnn seating withh eyes forward
d and
teaching fr
from the front.. Plexiglass baarriers, wipingg down of furnnishings, and pod-like connnections to stud
dents
seem to bbe one optionn. Another opttion for the oonsite and onlline was a neew hybrid. Soome classes ta
aught
synchronoously online on
o certain dayys, while on alternating daays students would be in smaller pods and
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onsite—still synchronously. The only asynchronous items indicated were what were listed in the teaching
practices including: students working independently on education apps/websites, and students independently
read texts followed by a worksheet activity. The Time/Space Educational Experience Continuum was not easy to
pin point. This sample seemed to be mostly in the online or onsite/synchronous sector.
There are some important implications to consider for future learning experiences:
•

Recognize there is a major digital divide across North America, and it impacts both educators and
students;

•

Teach teachers how to embrace 21st century practices using time-honored teaching models is necessary;

•

Demand for a portion of the hybrid, FLIP, or Blended learning practices perhaps should be here/will be
here to stay given the uncertainty of the pandemic;

•

Teach students how to navigate in a digital world preparing them for their future needs;

•

Remember whether online or onsite, student engagement in an authentic way is critical for their
learning progress and technology and spatial designs play important roles here; and

•

Keep a future-focused view plane in place for active learning, remembering all we know about how we
actually learn.

Alignment of deep, authentic learning, teaching models/practices, delivery setting (i.e., online or onsite), and
how each delivery setting is actually designed are all necessary; intentional planning will provide appropriate
outcomes. Maybe even the ones we all reach for with a future-focused agenda. One teacher’s summary, “Please
don’t send me back to a world I never wanted to be in with rows-and-columns, and me at the front.”
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